Introduction.
Let there be given a p-way matrix A = («<,...<,), ii, • • • , iP = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. The operation which takes A into A' = (ail...ipbilil), where B = (bivi) is a non-singular 2-way matrix and the repeated index indicates summation, is called a non-singular linear transformation on the index ii of A with the matrix B. It is also said to be a non-singular linear transformation on A. If a matrix A' is obtained from A by making nonsingular linear transformations on the indices of A with matrices having elements in a field <p, then A ' is said to be equivalent in the field <p to A. If A and A' are 2-way matrices this is equivalence in the ordinary sense.
The matrix A is said to be non-singular if A is equivalent in some field <p, where <j> contains the elements of A, to b = (ôh. In chapter I of this paper sets of necessary and sufficient conditions, which may be applied in a finite number of steps to a given matrix, are derived for a p-way matrix A, and therefore for its associated form G, to be non-singular. It is necessary in the treatment to distinguish between the casesf where p = 3 and p ^ 4. Among necessary and sufficient conditions for non-singularity it is proved that a matrix A as given above is non-singular if and only if A can be The terminology and notations used in the ordinary theory of 2-way matrices are assumed known to the reader.
The paper is divided as follows: §1, Introduction. Chapter I, Non-singular multilinear forms: §2, Definitions; §3, Similar transformations; §4, Preliminary theorems; §5, Necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix to be non-singular; §6, Note on invariant factors. Chapter II, Factorization of p-way matrices into a product of 2-way matrices one of which is singular: §7, Introduction; §8, Canonical diagonal 2-way matrices; §9, Necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of a set of 2-way matrices to a set of diagonal matrices; §10, Necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of a set of p-way matrices, p^3, to a set of diagonal matrices. Chapter III, Factorization of p-way matrices into 3-way matrices: §11, Introduction; §12, Factorization into multiple composites.
Chapter I. Non-singular multilinear forms 2. Definitions. The number of elements in the range of an index i is said to be the order of i. Thus if i varies over 1,2, • • • , n, then i is of order n. A matrix is said to be of order n if each index is of order n. An ordered set (°»i-■■ip)= ( Ji. am, ■ ■ ■ aPHp ) .
In his paper entitled The expression of a tensor or a polyadic as a sum of products, Journal of Mathematics and Physics, vol. 6 (1927) , pp. 164-189, he considers the problem of finding the values of n, p, h for which a matrix can be factored as above into a sum of products of 2-way matrices. He solves a few special cases, but does not solve the general problem.
RUFUS OLDENBURGER
[May of indices of a matrix is called a partition^ of indices. Two partitions 7\, T2 are said to be equal if they have the same number of indices and corresponding indices are of the same order (the first indices "correspond," the second indices "correspond," etc.). We then write Tx = T2. The product of the orders of the indices in a partition is called the order of the partition. An asterisk on T, where T denotes a partition, indicates that the indices of T have been assigned fixed values. For example, if T=ijk, and we assign to i, j, k the values 2, 4, 3 respectively, we have 7/* = 243. If Tx = T2 and corresponding indices of Tx and T2 have been assigned the same fixed values, we write T? = T2*. Let Tx, T2, ■ • ■ , Tr be mutually exclusive, exhaustive partitions of the indices of a matrix A. The display (aTl...Tr) of A is the matrix obtained by assigning Ti, ■ ■ ■ , Tr as indices to the different directions of an r-space. The indices in each partition are assumed for convention to vary from right to left; e.g., if ¿i = l, 2; ¿2 = 1, 2, 3; T = i¡i2; then T varies over the range (ixO) = (11), (12), (13), (21), (22) A T-layer of A is a minor of A obtained by fixing the partition T in the sense that the indices of T are assigned fixed values, and letting the indices of A not contained in T vary over their complete ranges. The T-rank of A is the number of linearly independent T-layers of A. A matrix A is said to be non-singular on T if the T-layers of A are linearly independent.
If a matrix A = (a*,-*) is non-singular on */, and k, then A possesses an inverse (Aki'i') = (Ak'i¡) on ij, k, where 
jn).
A matrix A=(a$l ■ ■ ■ a^lp), i not summed (j f Some of the definitions given in this section are given in Composition and rank of n-way matrices and multilinear forms, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 35 (1934), pp. 622-657. 
F= E it-■ -ip-l which leave F invariant form a similar transformation on F. Two bilinear forms and their associated matrices which are equivalent under a similar transformation are similar in the sense of Dickson.f Let matrices Ci, ■ ■ ■ ,CP of order n with elements in a field <j> be given by (£$,), • • • , (cjv¡ ) respectively, where these matrices are associated with the transformations di) 
t (1) (P) where S is defined on page 422. The layer di of 5 determined by setting ii = 1 can be written as 5i = rCp, where where In the case p = 2, as is well known, the matrices G, C2 associated with a similar transformation satisfy the property G = G_1, CY being the transpose of Ci, but are not necessarily diagonal. We have here a case where the theory for p-way matrices, p ^ 3, is much simpler than that for 2-way matrices.
By Theorem 1 the canonicalf pairs of p-way matrices, where one of the matrices is a 5-matrix, can be written down.
An effect of a similar transformation on a given matrix is stated in Theorem 3 gives a necessary condition for the non-singularity of a given matrix. If p = 3 it is very easy to test a given matrix by means of the theorem. For p>3 no simple general method has been found for applying it.
Let T = (Ti, ■ ■ ■ , Tm) denote a set of 2-way matrices of order n with elements in a field </>. If the set T is to be equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices under similar transformation* in </> it is necessary that 7\ be equivalent under similar transformation in c6 to a matrix of the form • XiiTipX'
' tilt -* tifl-**. u for j = 2, • -, w. If 77' are diagonal matrices, XaaT'af¡X'¡¡¿=0 for all s and a^ß, whence T'aß = 0 for all s and a^ß. Further, for every a, the matrices X^TlyX'*, • • ■ , X",TZaX~l must be diagonal matrices. We have proved Theorem 4. Let 7\ of the set T = (Ti, ■ ■ ■ , Tm) of 2-way matrices of order n satisfy the Lemma. The set T is equivalent under similar transformations in <p to a set of diagonal matrices if and only if 7"^ = 0 for a^ß, aß = l, • ■ • , u, s = 2, ■ ■ ■ , m, and the set ~Z" = iTlOE, ■ ■ ■ , T^c) is equivalent under similar transformation in <f> to a set of diagonal matrices for every a for which the matrices in 2" are of order greater than 1.
The analogue of Theorem 4 for p-way matrices, p ^ 3, is given in Theorem 5. If p ^ 3, and the p-way matrices 7\, • • • , Tm of order n with elements in a given field <p are equivalent under similar transformation in <p to a set of diagonal matrices, the matrices Ti, • • • ,Tm are diagonal matrices.
By Theorem 2 the (it, • • ■ , iP) diagonal elements of a matrix T" = i}\.. .ip) are at most rearranged under similar transformation on ii, ■ ■ ■ , iP. Theorem 5 can be used to test the equivalence of a set T = (Ti, • ■ ■ , Tm) of p-way matrices, p^3, of order n, where 7\ is non-singular, to a set of diagonal matrices. Under reduction of Ti to b, where b is a p-way ô-matrix of order n, the matrices T2, ■ • ■ , Tm go into a set S = (r2i, • • ■ , Tml). It is evident that-the set T is equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices if and only if the set 2 is equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices under similar transformation.
5. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix to be non-singular.
We have the following factorization property of non-singular matrices.
Theorem 6 
where (c^), • • • , (c¿5) are non-singular 2-way matrices. Every matrix which can be written in the form
where the rank of (c¿') is m and the ranks of (c®2), • ■ • , (c^) are all equal to n, can (regardless of the ranges of ii, ■ ■ ■, ip) he reduced under elementary transformations* to
or N bordered by zeros. Our theorems, which will be stated for N instead of (4), will therefore hold for more general cases. Let E denote the matrix («»-,...t,); ix = l, ■ ■ ■ , m;i2, ■ • ■ , iP = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. We shall now prove Theorem 7. The matrix E with elements in a field 0 is factorable into a matrix of type N with elements in c/> if and only if E is non-singular on ix, and the iylayers of E are equivalent in (p to a set of diagonal matrices.
The î'i-layers of E must be linearly independent since the î+rank of N is m and this rank is invariant under non-singular linear transformations.
Let ( where (Sa"2), • ■ • , ibaap) are Kronecker deltas of order n. Equation (5) is equivalent to the set We have proved that if E is factorable into a matrix N, then the ¿»-layers of E are linearly independent, and equivalent under non-singular linear transformations in <p to a set of diagonal matrices; the converse is simply proved.
We have now determined enough conditions to test the non-singularity of a given matrix A = (a¡,.. .ip), ix, ■ ■ ■ , ip = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n. The procedure of this test is as follows. Determine whether or not the necessary condition of Theorem 7 concerning the non-singularity of A on ix is satisfied. If A is non-singular on ii, determine (if possible) whether or not the necessary condition of Theorem 3 is satisfied. If so, choose the matrix M mentioned in Theorem 3 so that it is non-singular. Let the p's and the ¿i-layers of A be ordered so that pi^O. Let Ax, ■ ■ ■ , An designate the ¿i-layers of A. Determine by Theorems 4 and 5 whether or not the set M, A2, ■ ■ • , An is equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices. If not, A is singular.* If the contrary is the case, and p = 3 (similarly for p^4), then there exist non-singular matrices X, Y such that XpiAiY = Di, XA2Y = D2, ■ ■ ■ , XA"Y = Dn, where Dx, ■ ■ ■ , Dn are diagonal matrices. Multiplying the last (n -1) equations by P2, • • • , pn respectively and subtracting the resulting equations from the first, we obtain XpxAiY=Di-Ei_2»°i^)i-The matrix on the right is a diagonal matrix, from which it follows that the set ^4i, • • • , An is equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices. Theorem 7 is now satisfied, and A is non-singular. In certain situations the non-singularity of A is at once evident from Theorem 6.
Let Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An be the ¿i-layers of A = ia^.. .ip) with elements in a field (j> and p = 4, and let pi, • • • , p" be chosen so that the characteristic matrix M = (22i_ipiA) is non-singular for pi^O. Let the transformations which reduce M to a S-matrix reduce ^42, • • ■ , Anto A{, ■ ■ ■ , Añ. Theorems 5 and 7 imply Theorem 8. The matrix A = (a¿1...¿J)), p^4, is non-singular if and only if A is non-singular on it, and the matrices A2, ■ ■ ■ , An are diagonal matrices. * A matrix not non-singular is said to be singular.
If A = (o^iji,) is a 3-way non-singular matrix of order n and Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An are the ¿i-layers of A, by Theorem 7 there exist non-singular matrices X, Y such that
where C¿ are diagonal matrices. The matrices X, Y can be obtained from Theorem 4 and the theory of bilinear forms. Arrange the matrices Q< to form the rows of a 2-way matrix P. Since the ¿i-rank of A is n, there exists a nonsingular minor V of P. The matrix V^P is a 2-way display of a matrix 5, where 5 is a 3-way 5-matrix of order n. The matrices V'~\ X', Y (the primes here denote transpose) are hence matrices which reduce A to b under transformation on ix, i2, i3 respectively. The matrices of reduction from a p-way non-singular matrix, p ^ 4, to a 5-matrix are obtained similarly. We define the factorization rank of a matrix A = (a¿1... ip) to be the minimum value of e for which the matrix A can be written in the form CCl-i^ • • • c%p), where (c£j), ■ ■ • , (c^) are 2-way matrices. This rank is invariant under non-singular linear transformations.
The factorization rank of a matrix (El=i4, ■ ■ • $,) is n if all of the matrices (<££), • • • , (c^) are non-singular.
In another paper* the author has defined certain ranks of a p-way matrix which are invariant under non-singular linear transformations.
The following theorem is easily proved.
Theorem 9. A p-way matrix A of order n is non-singular if and only if all of its invariant ranks are equal to n.
6. Note on invariant factors. The matrix W =(22™_ipiBi) used in §2 suggests the following generalization of ordinary invariant factor theory. Let Bi, i = l, ■ ■ • , m, he square matrices of order n. Let Gt be the greatest common divisor of the minors of W of the tth order, and let Go = 1. We define the tth invariant factor of W to be the quotient Gt/Gt-i-It is determined up to a constant factor. It is assumed in factoring the minors of M to obtain the G,, 1 = 0, I, ■ ■ ■ , n, that the factorization is performed in a given field.f Now when Bi, • ■ ■ , Bm are multiplied, by non-singular matrices the quotients Gt/Gt-i are invariant. If Hence powers of terms occurring in invariant factors go into like powers under the transformation from the set Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bm to B(, ■ ■ ■ , BJ. . The determinant of W in the proof of Theorem 3 where p = 3 is the only invariant factor of W distinct from unity. This determinant factors into distinct linear factors in any field <p. It follows that if A is the determinant of the characteristic matrix of the ¿-layers of R = (r,;») and R is equivalent in <f> to a S-matrix on (i, j, k), then A factors into distinct linear factors in 4>, and is the only invariant factor distinct from a constant.
An exact generalization of the theory of this section holds for /»-way matrices p S; 3, where the invariant factors are defined in terms of space determinants.
Chapter II. Factorization of p-WAY matrices into a product Using an essentially different technique we derive first (Theorem 10) the canonical diagonal 2-way matrices G, • • • , G to which diagonal matrices Ei, ■ ■ ■ , Eq are equivalent under non-singular linear transformations, and then obtain necessary and sufficient conditions (Theorems 12, 13) for the equivalence of a set of 2-way matrices G, ■ ■ • , G, ^"¿+i to a set of diagonal matrices.
To test the equivalence of a set S = (Ax, ■ ■ ■ , Am) of 2-way matrices to a set of diagonal matrices, reduce ^4i to a canonical diagonal matrix G. If this is not possible (this is very easy to determine), it follows that the set 5 is not equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices. If A i is equivalent to a matrix G, reduce ^4i to G-The remaining matrices of S are simultaneously transformed into a set A2, ■ ■ ■ , AJ respectively. Apply Theorems 12 and 13 to determine whether or not the pair G, A2 is equivalent to a pair of canonical diagonal matrices G, C2. If not, the set S is not equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices. If on the other hand the pair G, A2 is equivalent to a pair G, G, reduce G, A2 to G, G-The remaining matrices in the set 5 are then transformed into a set Ai', ■ ■ ■ , A¿'. Now apply Theorems 12 and 13 to G, C2, Ai'. Continue this process until one finally arrives at a set of canonical diagonal matrices G, • • • , Cm to which the set S is equivalent.
8. Canonical diagonal 2-way matrices. Adopting the notation used by J. Williamson in a recent paper* we shall write the "diagonal block matrix" Let the letters 7, p with superscripts and subscripts denote a Kronecker delta, and a parameter respectively. We shall prove Theorem 10. 7,e/ S = (Ei, • ■ ■ , Eq) denote a set of diagonal 2-way matrices of order n with elements in a given field <p. The set S is equivalent in <p to a set S' = (Ci, ■ ■ ■ ,Cq), where If E] is of rank r, Ei is obviously equivalent to G, where l\ is of rank r.
It is readily verified that if XCxY = G, then
where In is a minor of order r. If there are to be matrices X, Y, G+i such that (12) is satisfied, it is readily seen by equating matrices that the following conditions must be satisfied : (13) and (14) we have (15) Further (16) A l2]
Substituting (16) in XCi+iY, and using (15) We have proved the necessity of the conditions of Theorem 13. The sufficiency of these conditions is evident.
Necessary
and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of a set of /»-way matrices, p S: 3, to a set of diagonal matrices. We shall now state the analogues of Theorems 10 and 11 for p^3. (17) is a diagonal matrix. The matrices A", ■ ■ ■ , Dq may also be of the types obtained from those given in (17) by simultaneous interchanges of the rows and simultaneous interchanges of the columns of the minors in each of the sets iAliq)+i,t, ■ ■ ■ , 7?'(4)+i,i), iAlB, ■ ■ • , D*ß); a = l, ■ ■ ■ , oiq); ß = l, 2, these interchanges being made independently for each set.
If there are u\ non-vanishing elements on the diagonal of Eh it is evident at once that Ei is equivalent to G, where Si is of order u\. where these matrices satisfy the properties mentioned for A" in Theorem 15.
It is evident at once that Ea can be reduced under transformations with A"-1, ■ • ■ , D"-1 to a matrix of type Ca.
We shall now restrict the matrices A"-1, • • • , D"~l so that In Theorem 14 we obtained canonical forms of p-way diagonal matrices, p^3, and in Theorem 16 necessary and sufficient conditions for the equiva-lence of G, ■ • • , G_i, Ka to canonical diagonal matrices. Since a set of matrices is equivalent to a set of diagonal matrices if and only if it is equivalent to a set of canonical diagonal matrices, we have derived necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of a set of /»-way matrices, p^3, to a set of diagonal matrices.
Theorem 16 is in general difficult to apply. However, it is given here since no better equivalent theorem has been found.
Chapter III. Factorization of /»-way matrices into 3-way matrices Let £i, i = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n -l, now represent a diagonal matrix with the ith element on the diagonal as the only non-vanishing element. For square 2-way matrices Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bn-i of order n to be equivalent under similar transformation to the set £i, • • • , £B_i it is in particular necessary that (Bi-XI) have the invariant factors X(X -1), X, ■ • • , X. Assuming that this condition is satisfied, let the set Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bn-x be reduced under similar transformation in 0 to a set £i, Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bi_x, where we write 
